Experimentally Validating Open Tubular Liquid Chromatography for a Peak Capacity of 2000 in 3 h.
The advancements in life science research mandate effective tools capable of analyzing large numbers of samples with low quantities and high complexities. As an essential analytical tool for this research, liquid chromatography (LC) encounters an ever-increasing demand for enhanced resolving power, accelerated analysis speed, and reduced limit of detection. Although theoretical studies have indicated that open tubular (OT) columns can produce superior resolving power under comparable elution pressures and analysis times, ultrahigh-resolution and ultrahigh-speed open tubular liquid chromatography (OTLC) separations have never been reported. Here we present experimental results to demonstrate the predicted potential of this technique. We use a 2 μm i.d. × 75 cm long OT column coated with trimethoxy(octadecyl)silane for separating pepsin/trypsin digested E. coli lysates and routinely produce exceptionally high peak capacities (e.g., 1900-2000 in 3-5 h). We reduce the column length to 2.7 cm and exhibit the capability of OTLC for ultrafast separations. Under an elution pressure of 227.5 bar, we complete the separation of six amino acids in ∼800 ms and resolve these compounds within ∼400 ms. In addition, we show that OTLC has low attomole limits of detection (LOD) and each separation requires samples of only a few picoliters. Importantly, no ultrahigh elution pressures are required. With the ultrahigh resolution, ultrahigh speed, low LOD, and low sample volume requirement, OTLC can potentially be a powerful tool for biotech research, especially single cell analysis.